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We study the problem of invariance of indices of thematic factorizations. Such
factorizations were introduced by V. V. Peller and N. J. Young (1994, J. Funct.
Anal. 120, 300343) for studying superoptimal approximation by bounded analytic
matrix functions. As shown by Peller and Young, the indices may depend on the
choice of a thematic factorization. We introduce the notion of a monotone thematic
factorization. The main result shows that under natural assumptions a matrix
function that admits a thematic factorization also admits a monotone thematic
factorization and the indices of a monotone thematic factorization are uniquely
determined by the matrix function itself. We obtain similar results for so-called
partial thematic factorizations.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known [Kh] that for a continuous scalar function . on the
unit circle T there exists a unique function f # H such that
distL(., H)=&.& f &L .
However, the situation in the case of matrix-valued function is considerably
more complicated.
Suppose that 8 is a matrix function in L(Mm, n), i.e., 8 is an essentially
bounded function on the unit circle T that takes values in the space Mm, n
of m_n matrices. We say that a function F # H(Mm, n) (by this we mean
that all entries of F belong to H) is a best approximation of 8 by
bounded analytic matrix functions if
&8&F&L=distL(8, H (Mm, n)).
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Here for a function 9 in L(Mm, n) we use the notation
&9&L =
def
ess sup
‘ # T
&9(‘)&Mm, n ,
where Mm, n is equipped with the operator norm from C
n to Cm.
It is easy to see that unlike the scalar case we can have uniqueness only
in exceptional cases. Indeed, if 8=( z0
0
0), then distL(8, H
(M2, 2))=1
since distL(z , H )=1. Clearly, for any scalar function f # H  such that
& f &1 we have
"\z0
0
& f+"L=1,
and so ( 00
0
f ) is a best approximation of 8.
Recall that by a matrix analog of Nehari’s theorem (see [Pa]),
distL(8, H (Mm, n))=&H8&,
where the Hankel operator H8 : H 2(Cn)  H 2&(C
m) is defined by
H8 f =
def
P& 8f, f # H2(Cn).
Here P& is the orthogonal projection onto H 2&(C
m) =
def L2(Cm)  H 2(Cm).
Recall also that by Hartman’s theorem (see e.g., [N]), H8 is compact if
and only if 8 # (H+C )(Mm, n), where
H+C =def [ f +g : f # H , g # C(T)].
(Throughout the paper we write 8 # X(Mm, n) if all entries of an m_n
matrix function 8 belong to a function space X; sometimes to simplify the
notation we will write simply 8 # X if this does not lead to a confusion.)
In [PY1] it was shown that if 8 # (H+C)(Mm, n), then there exists a
unique function F # H(Mm, n) that minimizes (lexicographically) not only
&8&F&L but also the essential suprema
tj =
def
ess sup
‘ # T
sj (8(‘)&F(‘)), jmin[m, n]&1
of all subsequent singular values of 8(‘)&F(‘), ‘ # T. Such functions F are
called superoptimal approximations of 8 by bounded analytic matrix func-
tions. The numbers tj are called superoptimal singular values of 8. It was
also shown in [PY1] that the error function 8&F admits certain special
factorizations (thematic factorizations). For each such factorization the
sequence of positive indices kj , j0, t j>0, (thematic indices) was defined.
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We refer the reader to Section 2 where formal definitions are given. Note
that another approach to superoptimal approximation was found later
in [T].
In [PT2] the same results were proved for functions 8 # L(Mm, n) such
that the essential norm &H8&e of H8 (i.e., the distance from H8 to the set
of compact operators) is less than the smallest nonzero superoptimal
singular value of 8. Recall that
&H8&e=distL (8, (H+C )(Mm, n))
(see e.g., [S] for the proof of this formula for scalar functions, in the
matrix-valued case the proof is the same). It turned out, however, that the
thematic indices are not uniquely determined by the function 8 itself but
may depend on the choice of a thematic factorization (see [PY1]). On the
other hand it was shown in [PY2] (see also [PT2]) that the sum of the
thematic indices that correspond to the superoptimal singular values equal
to a specific number is uniquely determined by 8.
In this paper we show that one can always choose a so-called monotone
thematic factorization, i.e., a thematic factorization such that the indices
that correspond to equal superoptimal nonzero singular values are
arranged in the nonincreasing order. We refer the reader to Section 4 for a
formal definition. We prove in Section 3 and Section 4 that the indices of
a monotone thematic factorization are uniquely determined by the function
8 itself. Section 2 contains definitions and statements of basic results on
superoptimal approximation and thematic factorizations.
Note that using the same methods we can obtain similar results in the
case of the four block problem (which is an important generalization of the
problem of best approximation by bounded analytic matrix functions).
We refer the reader to [PT2] which contains results on superoptimal
approximation and thematic factorizations related to the four block problem.
We can also obtain similar results in the case of infinite matrix functions.
We refer the reader to [T], [Pe], and [PT1] for results on superoptimal
approximation and thematic factorizations for infinite matrix functions.
2. SUPEROPTIMAL APPROXIMATION AND THEMATIC
FACTORIZATIONS
In this section we collect necessary information on superoptimal
approximation and thematic factorizations.
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Let 8 # L(Mm, n). We put
00=[F # H(Mm, n) : F minimizes t0 =
def
ess sup
‘ # T
&8(‘)&F(‘)&];
0j=[F # 0j&1 : F minimizes t j =
def
ess sup
‘ # T
sj (8(‘)&F(‘))].
Recall that for a matrix A # Mm, n the jth singular value sj (A) is defined by
sj (A)=inf[&A&R& : rank R j], j0.
Functions F in 0min[m, n]&1 are called superoptimal approximations of 8 by
analytic functions, or superoptimal solutions of the Nehari problem. The
numbers t j are called superoptimal singular values of 8. The notion of
superoptimal approximation plays an important role in H control theory.
It can be shown easily with the help of a compactness argument that the
sets 0j are nonempty. In particular, for any matrix function in L(Mm, n)
there exists a superoptimal approximation by analytic matrix functions.
It was shown in [PY1] that for any matrix function 8 # (H +C )(Mm, n)
there exists a unique superoptimal approximation. We denote by A8 the
unique superoptimal approximation of 8 by bounded analytic matrix func-
tions whenever it is unique.
Later in [PT2] stronger results were obtained. It was shown there that
if 8 # L(Mm, n) and the essential norm &H8 &e of the Hankel operator H8
is less than the smallest nonzero superoptimal singular value of 8, then 8
has a unique superoptimal approximation by bounded analytic matrix
functions.
A matrix function 8 # L(Mm, n) is called badly approximable if
distL(8, H (Mm, n))=&8&L .
It is called very badly approximable if the zero matrix function is a super-
optimal approximation of 8.
Recall that a nonzero scalar function . # H +C is badly approximable
if and only if it has constant modulus almost everywhere on T, belongs to
QC, and its winding number wind. is negative, where the space QC of
quasi-continuous functions is defined by
QC=[ f # H +C : f # H+C].
For continuous . this was proved in [Po] (see also [AAK1]). For the
general case see [PK]. Recall that if . # QC and . has constant modulus
on T almost everywhere, the harmonic extension of . to the unit disk [D]
is separated away from zero near the unit circle and wind. is defined as the
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winding number of the restriction of the harmonic extension of . to the
circle of radius \ for \ sufficiently close to 1 (see [D]). Note also that if
. # QC and . has constant modulus on T, then the Toeplitz operator T.
on H2 is Fredholm and its index ind T. equals&wind . (see [D]). Recall
that for . # L the Toeplitz operator T. on H 2 is defined by
T. f =P+.f, f # H2,
where P+ is the orthogonal projection onto H2.
A similar description holds for functions . # L such that &H.&e<
&H.&. In this case . is badly approximable if and only if . has constant
modulus almost everywhere on T, the Toeplitz operator T. is Fredholm
and ind T.>0.
To state the description of badly approximable and very badly
approximable matrix functions obtained in [PY1] and [PT2], we need the
notion of a thematic matrix function. Recall that a function F # H (Mm, n)
is called inner if F*(‘) F(‘)=In almost everywhere on T (In stands for the
identity matrix in Mn, n). F is called outer if FH2(Cn) is dense in H 2(Cm).
Finally, F is called co-outer if the transposed function Ft is outer.
An n_n matrix function V, n2, is called thematic if it is unitary-valued
and has the form
V=(v 3 ),
where the matrix functions v # H(Cn) and 3 # H(Mn, n&1) are both
inner and co-outer. Note that if V is a thematic function, then all minors
of V on the first column (i.e., minors of an arbitrary size that involve the
first column) belong to H  ([PY1]). If n=1, a thematic function is a con-
stant function whose modulus is equal to 1.
It was shown in [PY1] that a function 8 # (H +C )(Mm, n)"H (Mm, n)
is badly approximable if and only if it admits a representation
8=W* \su0
0
9+ V*, (2.1)
where s>0, V and W t are thematic functions, u is a scalar unimodular func-
tion (i.e., |u(‘)|=1 for almost all ‘ # T) in QC with negative winding
number, and &9&Ls. Note that in this case V and W must belong to
QC, 9 must belong to H+C, and s=&H8& (see [PY1]).
A similar result was obtained in [PT2] in the more general case when
&H8&e<&H8&. Such a matrix function 8 is badly approximable if and
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only if it admits a representation of the form (2.1) in which s>0,
&9&Ls, V and W t are thematic matrix functions, and u is a unimodular
function such that Tu is Fredholm and ind Tu>0. Suppose now that mn.
It was proved in [PY1] that a matrix function 8 # (H+C )(Mm, n) is very
badly approximable if and only if 8 admits a representation
8=W0* } } } W*m&1 \
s0u0
0
b
0
0
s1 u1
b
0
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
0
0
b
sm&1um&1
0
0
b
0
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
0
0
b
0+ V*m&1 } } } V 0*
(2.2)
for some badly approximable unimodular functions u0 , ..., um&1 # QC and
some nonincreasing sequence [sj]0 jm&1 of nonnegative numbers;
Wj=\I j0
0
W2 j+ , Vj=\
Ij
0
0
V2 j+ , 1 jm&1, (2.3)
and W t0 , W2
t
j , V0 , V2 j are thematic matrix functions, 1 jm&1. Moreover,
in this case the s j are the superoptimal singular values of 8 : sj=t j ,
0 jm&1, and the matrix functions Vj , Wj , 0 jm&1, must belong
to QC.
Consider now factorizations of the form (2.2). Suppose that
[sj]0 jm&1 is a nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative numbers, the
matrix functions W t0 , W2
t
j , V0 , V2 j (see (2.3)) are thematic, the uj are
unimodular functions such that the Toeplitz operators Tuj are Fredholm
and ind Tuj>0. Such factorizations are called thematic factorizations.
It was shown in [PT2] that if 8 # L(Mm, n) and &H8 &e is less than the
smallest nonzero superoptimal singular value of 8, then 8 is very badly
approximable if and only if it admits a thematic factorization.
The indices kj of the thematic factorization (2.2) (thematic indices) are
defined in case tj {0: kj =
def
ind Tuj (recall that if uj # QC, then kj=
&wind uj).
It follows from the results of [PY1] that if 8 # L(Mm, n) admits a
representation (2.1) in which s>0, V and W t are thematic matrix func-
tions, u is a unimodular function such that Tu is Fredholm with ind Tu>0,
and &9&Ls, then 8 is a badly approximable matrix function. If 8
admits a thematic factorization (2.2), then 8 is very badly approximable
with superoptimal singular values sj , 0 jm&1 (see [PY1]). It also
follows from the results of [PT2] that if &H8&e<&H8&, rmin[m, n] is
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such that tr&1>&H8&e and tr&1>tr , and F # 0r&1 , then 8&F admits a
factorization
t0 u0 0 } } } 0 0
0 t1u1 } } } 0 0
8&F=W0* } } } W*r&1\ b b . . . b b + V*r&1 } } } V0* ,0 0 } } } tr&1ur&1 0
0 0 } } } 0 9
(2.4)
in which the Vj and Wj have the form (2.3), the W t0 , W2
t
j , V0 , V2 j are
thematic matrix functions, the uj are unimodular functions such that Tuj is
Fredholm and ind Tuj>0,
&9&Ltr&1 and &H9&<tr&1 . (2.5)
Factorizations of the form (2.4) with a nonincreasing sequence
[tj]0 jr&1 and 9 satisfying (2.5) are called partial thematic factoriza-
tions. If 8&F admits a partial thematic factorization of the form (2.4),
then t0 , t1 , ..., tr&1 are the largest r superoptimal singular values of 8, and
so they do not depend on the choice of a partial thematic factorization.
The matrix entry 9 in the partial thematic factorization (2.4) is called
the residual entry of the partial thematic factorization.
3. INVARIANCE OF RESIDUAL ENTRIES
The aim of this section is to show that if a matrix function admits a
partial thematic factorization of the form (2.4), then the residual entry 9
in (2.4) is uniquely determined by the function itself modulo constant
unitary factors.
Lemma 3.1. Let 8 be an m_n matrix of the form
8=W* \u0
0
9+ V*,
where m, n2, u # C, 9 # Mm&1, n&1 , and
V=(v 3 ) # Mn, n , W=(w 5 )t # Mm, m
are unitary matrices such that v # Mn, 1 and w # Mm, 1 . Then
9=5*83 .
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Proof. We have
5*83 =5*W* \u0
0
9+ V*3
=5*(w 5) \u0
0
9+\
v*
3t+ 3
=(0 Im&1 ) \u0
0
9+\
0
In&1+=9. K
Corollary 3.2. Let 8 be an m_n matrix of the form
.0 0 } } } 0 0
0 .1 } } } 0 0
8=W 0* } } } W*r&1\ b b . . . b b + V*r&1 } } } V0* ,0 0 } } } .r&1 0
0 0 } } } 0 9
where r<min[m, n], .0 , .1 , ..., .r&1 # C,
Vj=\I j0
0
V2 j+ , Wj=\
Ij
0
0
W2 j+ ,
are unitary matrices such that
V2 j=(vj 3j ), W2 j=(wj 5j )t, 0 jr&1,
vj # Mn& j, 1 , wj # Mm& j, 1 . Then
9=5*r&1 } } } 5 1*5 0*8 30 31 } } } 3r&1 .
Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 by induction. K
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that a matrix function 8 # L(Mm, n) admits
partial thematic factorizations
t0u0 0 } } } 0 0
0 t1u1 } } } 0 0
8=W0* } } } W*r&1\ b b . . . b b + V*r&1 } } } V0*,0 0 } } } tr&1ur&1 0
0 0 } } } 0 9
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and
t0u0 0 } } } 0 0
0 t1u1 } } } 0 0
8=(W 0 )* } } } (W

r&1)*\ b b . . . b b +0 0 } } } tr&1 ur&1 0
0 0 } } } 0 9 
_(V r&1)* } } } (V

0 )*.
Then there exist constant unitary matrices U1 # Mn&r, n&r and U2 # Mm&r, m&r
such that
9 =U29U1 .
Recall that by the definition of a partial thematic factorization, 9 must
satisfy (2.5), and this is very important.
Proof. Let
Vj=\I j0
0
V2 j+ , Wj= \
Ij
0
0
W2 j+,
and
V j =\Ij0
0
V2 j + , W j =\
Ij
0
0
W2 j + ,
where
V2 j=(vj 3j ), W2 j=(wj 5j )t, 0 jr&1,
V2 j =(v

j 3

j ), W2

j =(w

j 5

j )
t, 0 jr&1.
Here V2 0 =
def V0 , W2 0 =
def V0 , V2 0 =
def V 0 , and W2

0 =
def W 0 .
We need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4.
30 31 } } } 3r&1 H2(Cn&r)=30 3

1 } } } 3

r&1H
2(Cn&r) (3.1)
and
5051 } } } 5r&1 H2(Cm&r)=5 0 5

1 } } } 5

r&1H
2(Cm&r). (3.2)
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Let us first complete the proof of Theorem 3.3. Consider the inner matrix
functions
3=3031 } } } 3r&1 , 3=30 3

1 } } } 3

r&1
and
5=5051 } } } 5r&1 , 5 =5 0 5

1 } } } 5

r&1 .
By Lemma 3.4, 3H2(Cn&r)=3H2(Cn&r). It is well known that in this
case there exists a constant unitary matrix Q1 # Mn&r, n&r such that
3=3Q1 (3 and 3 determine the same invariant subspace under multi-
plication by z, see e.g., [N]). Similarly, there exists a constant unitary
matrix Q2 # Mm&r, m&r such that 5 =5Q2 .
By Corollary 3.2,
9=5*83 , 9 =(5 ) *8 3.
Hence,
9 =Q2*5*8 3Q1 =Q2*9 Q1 . K
Proof of Lemma 3.4. It is sufficient to prove (3.1). Indeed, (3.2) follows
from (3.1) applied to 8t.
It is easy to see that without loss of generality we may assume that
&9&L<tr&1 . Indeed, we can subtract from 8 a matrix function in 0r&1 ,
and it follows from Lemma 1.5 of [PY1] that the resulting function admits
a partial thematic factorization with the same unitary-valued function Vj
and Wj , 0 jr&1, and residual entry whose L norm is less that tr&1 .
It is also easy to see that if &9&L<tr&1 , then &9 &L must also be less
than tr&1 . Consider the subspace L of H2(Cn) defined by
L={ f # H2(Cn) : V tr&1 } } } V t1V t0 f =\
0
+ = ,
b = r0
V
b
V
i.e., L consists of vector functions f # H2(Cn) such that the first r
components of the vector function V tr&1 } } } V
t
1 V
t
0 f are zero.
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We define the real function \ on \ by
\(x)={x,0,
xt2r&1
x<t2r&1
and consider the operator M: H2(Cn)  L2(Cn) of multiplication by the
matrix function \(8t8 ):
Mf =\(8t8 ) f, f # H2(Cn).
Let us show that
L=Ker M. (3.3)
We have
8t8 =V0V1 } } } Vr&1 \
t20
b
0
0
} } }
. . .
} } }
} } }
0
b
t 2r&1
0
0
b
0
9 t9 + V tr&1 } } } V t1V t0 ,
and since &9 t9 &L<t2r&1 , it follows that
\(8t8 )=V0V1 } } } Vr&1 \
t20
b
0
0
} } }
. . .
} } }
} } }
0
b
t 2r&1
0
0
b
0
0+ V tr&1 } } } V t1V t0 .
Since all matrix functions Vj are unitary-valued, this implies (3.3).
Thus the subspace L is uniquely determined by the function 8 and does
not depend on the choice of a partial thematic factorization. It is easy to
see that to complete the proof of Lemma 3.4, it is sufficient to prove the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.5.
L=3031 } } } 3r&1 H 2(Cn&r). (3.4)
Proof. We show by induction on r that (3.4) holds even without the
assumption that &9&L<tr&1 (note that this assumption is very important
in the proof of (3.3)).
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Suppose that r=1. Then
L={ f # H2(Cn) : V t0 f =\
0
V
b
V += .
Obviously, if f # 30H2(Cn&1), then f # L. Suppose now that f # L. We
have
V t0 f =\0g+ , g # L2(Cn&1).
Then
f =V0 \ 0g+=(v0 30 ) \
0
g+=30 g.
Let us show that g # H2(Cn&1). It suffices to prove that gt# # H2 for any
constant vector # # Cn&1. Since 3 t0 is outer, there exists a sequence [.n]n0
of functions in H2(Cn) such that
lim
n  
3 t0.n  # in H
2(Cn&1).
We have
f t.n= gt3 t0.n  g
t# in H1,
and so gt# # H 2 which proves the result for r=1.
Suppose now that r2. By the induction hypothesis
L={30 } } } 3r&2g : g # H2(Cn&r+1), V tr&1 } } } V t030 } } } 3r&2g=\
0
+ = .
b = r0
V
b
V
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It follows from the definition of thematic matrix functions that
V tr&2 } } } V
t
030 } } } 3r&2=\
0 } } } 0
+ =\ 0In&r+1+ .
b . . . b = r&10 } } } 0
1 } } } 0
b . . . b = n&r+10 } } } 1
Hence,
L={30 } } } 3r&2g : g # H 2(Cn&r+1), \ v tr&13*r&1+ g=\
0
V
b
V += .
Since the result has already been proved for r=1,
L=[30 } } } 3r&2g : g # 3r&1H2(Cn&r)]=30 } } } 3r&1H 2(Cn&r). K
4. MONOTONE THEMATIC FACTORIZATIONS AND
INVARIANCE OF INDICES
In this section we study the problem of the invariance of indices of
thematic factorizations of very badly approximable matrix functions. In
[PY1] it was shown that the indices of a thematic factorization are not
determined uniquely by the matrix function but may depend on the choice
of a thematic factorization. For example, the matrix function 8=( z 20
0
z 6)
admits the following thematic factorizations
8=\10
0
1+\
z 2
0
0
z 6+\
1
0
0
1+
=\
1
- 2
z 5
- 2
&
z5
- 2
1
- 2 + \z0 0z 7+ \
z
- 2
&
1
- 2
1
- 2
z
- 2+
=\01
1
0+\
z 6
0
0
z 2+\
0
1
1
0+ .
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The superoptimal singular values of 8 are t0=t1=1. The indices of the
first factorization are 2, 6, the indices of the second are 1, 7, and the indices
of the third are 6, 2. Note that for all above factorizations the sum of the
indices is 8.
In [PY2] it was shown (in the case of H +C functions) that the sum
of thematic indices that correspond to all superoptimal singular values
equal to a positive specific value does not depend on the choice of a
thematic factorization. In other words, for each positive superoptimal
singular value t the numbers
&t =
def :
[ j : tj=t]
kj
do not depend on the choice of a thematic factorization. The same result
was obtained in [PT2] in the case when &H8&e is less than the smallest
nonzero superoptimal singular value. Note that it also follows from the
results of [PY2] and [PT2] that the same invariance property holds for
partial thematic factorizations.
A natural question arises of whether we can distribute arbitrarily the
numbers &t between the indices k j with t j=t by choosing an appropriate
thematic factorization (recall that the kj must be positive integers).
In this section we show that the answer to this question is negative.
Definition. A (partial) thematic factorization is called monotone if
for any positive superoptimal singular value t the thematic indices
kr , kr+1 , ..., ks that correspond to all superoptimal singular values equal to
t satisfy
krkr+1 } } } ks . (4.2)
Here tr , tr+1 , ..., ts are the superoptimal singular values equal to t. We
prove in this section that if &H8&e is less than the smallest nonzero super-
optimal singular value of 8, then 8&A8 possesses a monotone thematic
factorization. We also show that the indices of a monotone thematic fac-
torization are uniquely determined by the function 8 itself and do not
depend on the choice of a thematic factorization. In particular this is the
case if 8 # (H+C )(Mm, n). The same results also hold for partial thematic
factorizations.
In the above example only the third thematic factorization is monotone.
It will follow from the results of this section that the thematic indices of
any monotone thematic factorization must be equal to 6, 2. In particular,
there are no thematic factorizations with indices 7, 1. Note that it is impor-
tant that the indices in (4.1) are arranged in the nonincreasing order. The
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above example shows that the first two thematic factorizations have
different thematic indices 2, 6 and 1, 7 that are arranged in the increasing
order.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that 8 # L(Mm, n) and rmin[m, n] is a
positive integer such that the superoptimal singular values of 8 satisfy
tr&1>tr , tr&1>&H8&e .
If 8 admits a partial thematic factorization of the form (2.4), then 8 admits
a monotone partial thematic factorization of the form (2.4).
Proof. Clearly, &Hz j8 &=distL(8, z jH (Mm, n)), and it is easy to see
that
lim
j  
&Hz j8&=distL (8, (H+C)(Mm, n))=&H8 &e<&H8&.
Put
@(H8) =
def
min[ j0 : &Hz j8 &<&H8&].
Obviously, @(H8) depends only on the Hankel operator H8 and does not
depend on the choice of its symbol.
We need three lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. Let 8 be a matrix function in L(Mm, n) such that
&H8&e<&H8&. Suppose that
8=W* \tu0
0
(+ V*, (4.2)
where V and W t are thematic matrix functions of sizes n_n and m_m,
t>0, &(&Lt, and u is a unimodular function such that Tu is Fredholm.
Then ind Tu@(H8).
Lemma 4.3. Let 8 be a badly approximable matrix function in
L(Mm, n) such that &H8&e<&H8&. Then 8 admits a representation (4.2)
with thematic matrix functions V and W t, t=t0=&H8&, and a unimodular
function u such that Tu is Fredholm and
ind Tu=@(H8).
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Lemma 4.4. Let 8 # L(Mm, n) be a matrix function of the form
8=W* \u0
0
(+ V*,
where V and W t are thematic matrix functions of sizes n_n and m_m, u
is a unimodular function such that Tu is Fredholm, ind Tu=0, &H(&1, and
&H(&e<1. If &H8&<1, then &H(&<1.
Let us first complete the proof of Theorem 4.1. We argue by induction
on r. For r=1 the result is trivial. Suppose now that r>1. By Lemma 4.3,
8 admits a representation
8=W* \t0u00
0
(+ V*,
where V and W t are thematic functions, &(&Lt0 , and u0 is a
unimodular function such that Tu0 is Fredholm and ind Tu0=@(H8). By
Theorem 6.3 of [PT2],
&H(&e&H8&e . (4.3)
It follows from the results of Section 4 and Section 6 of [PT2] that (
admits a partial thematic factorization of the form
(=W 1* } } } W*r&1 \
t1u1
b
0
0
} } }
. . .
} } }
} } }
0
b
tr&1ur&1
0
0
b
0
9+ V*r&1 } } } V 1*.
By the induction hypothesis we may assume that this partial thematic
factorization is monotone. Clearly, t1=&(&L . If t1<t0 , then it is easy to
see that the above factorization of ( leads to a monotone partial thematic
factorization of 8.
Suppose now that t1=t0 . To prove that the above factorization of (
leads to a monotone partial thematic factorization of 8, we have to estab-
lish the inequality ind Tu0ind Tu1 . By Lemma 4.2, @(H()ind Tu1 , and it
suffices to prove the inequality
@(H8)=ind Tu0@(H().
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Put @ =def @(H8). We have
z@8=W* \t0z
@u0
0
0
z @(+ V*.
Clearly, ind Tz@u0=0. By the definition of @, &Hz@8&<&H8&=t0 . It is easy
to see that
&Hz@(&e=&H(&e<t0
by (4.4). It follows from Lemma 4.4 that &Hz@( &<t0 which means that
@(H()@. K
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let k=ind Tu . Clearly, it is sufficient to consider
the case k>0. Then 8 is badly approximable and &H8&=t (see Section 2).
We have
zk&18=W* \tz
k&1u
0
0
zk&1(+ V*.
Then wind(zk&1u)=&1, and so zk&18 is badly approximable and
&8&L=t (see Section 2). Hence,
&Hzk&18&=&zk&18&L=&8&L=t=&H8 &,
and so @(H8)k. K
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Put @ =def @(H8). Then
&Hz@&18&=&H8&=&8&L=&z@&18&L ,
and so z@&18 is badly approximable. Clearly,
&Hz@&18&e=&H8&e<&H8&=&Hz@&18&.
Hence, (see Section 2) z@&18 admits a representation
z@&18=W* \t|0
0
0+ V*,
where t=&H8&, | is a unimodular function such that ind T|>0, V and
W t are thematic functions and &0&Lt. Therefore
8=W* \tz
@&1|
0
0
z @&10+ V*.
Let u=z @&1|. Clearly, ind Tu@. Finally, by Lemma 4.2, ind Tu=@. K
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Proof of Lemma 4.4. The proof is based on the argument given in the
proof of Lemma 1.2 of [PY2]. Let
V=(v 3 ), W t=(w 5 ).
By Theorem 5.1 of [PT2], there exist A # H(Mn&1, n) and B # H(Mm&1, m)
such that A3=In&1 and B5=Im&1 . Without loss of generality we may
assume that &(&L1.
Suppose that &H( &=1. Since &H( &e<1, there exists a nonzero function
g # H 2(Cn&1) such that &H( g&2=&g&2 . Then (g # H 2&(C
m&1) and
&((‘) g(‘)&Cm&1=&g(‘)&Cn&1 for almost all ‘ # T. Let
f =Atg+vq,
where q is a scalar function in H 2. We want to find such a q that &H8 f &2
=& f &2 . Note that f is a nonzero function since
V*f =\v*3t+ (Atg+vq)=\
v*Atg+q
g +
and g{0.
We have
8f =W* \u0
0
(+\
v*Atg+q
g +
=(w 5) \uv*A
tg+uq
(g +
=w (uv*Atg+uq)+5(g.
Since the matrix functions W* and V* are unitary-valued and
&((‘) g(‘)&Cm&1=&g(‘)&Cn&1 , it follows that &8(‘) f (‘)&Cm=& f (‘)&Cn . It
remains to choose q so that 8f # H 2&(C
m). Since W* is a unitary-valued
matrix function, we have
Im=(w 5) \w
t
5*+=w wt+55*.
Hence,
5=5(B5)*=55*B*=(Im&w wt) B*.
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It follows that
8f =w (uv*Atg+uq)+(Im&w wt) B*(g
=w (uv*Atg+uq&wtB*(g)+B*(g.
Clearly, B*(g # H 2&(C
m), and so it suffices to find q # H 2 such that
uv*Atg+uq&wtB*(g # H 2&
which is equivalent to the condition
Tuq=P+(wtB*(g&uv*Atg).
The existence of such a q follows from the well-known fact that the
Toeplitz operator Tu is invertible; indeed, it is Fredholm and ind Tu=0
(see e.g., [D] or [N]). K
Corollary 4.5. Let 8 be a very badly approximable matrix function in
L(Mm, n) such that &H8&e is less than the smallest nonzero superoptimal
singular value of 8. Then 8 admits a monotone thematic factorization.
Corollary 4.6. Let 8 be a very badly approximable matrix function in
(H+C)(Mm, n). Then 8 admits a monotone thematic factorization.
We are going to prove now that the indices of a monotone thematic
factorization are uniquely determined by the function itself. We need the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that a matrix function 8 # L(Mm, n) admits a
factorization of the form
tu0 0 } } } 0 0
0 tu1 } } } 0 0
8=W 0* } } } W*r&1\ b b . . . b b + V*r&1 } } } V 0* ,0 0 } } } tur&1 00 0 } } } 0 9
where the Vj and Wj are of the form (2.3), &H9&<t and the uj are
unimodular functions such that Tuj is Fredholm and ind Tuj0. If &H8&e<t,
then &H8&<t.
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Proof. We argue by induction on r. Let r=1. We have
8=W* \u0
0
9+ V*,
where V and W t are thematic matrix functions, u is a unimodular function
such that Tu is Fredholm, ind Tu0, and &H9 &<t. It follows from
Lemma 1.5 of [PY1] that we may subtract from 9 a best analytic
approximation without changing H8 , and so we may assume that
&9&L<t. Without loss of generality we may also assume that t=1.
Suppose that &H8&=1. Since &H8&e<1, there exists a nonzero function
f # H2(Cn) such that &H8 f &2=& f &2 . Then &8f &2=& f &2 and since
&9&L<1, it follows that V*f has the form
V*f =\
V
0
b
0+ . (4.4)
Let v be the first column of V. Equality (4.4) means that for almost all ‘ # T
the remaining columns of V(‘) are orthogonal to f (‘) in Cn. Since V is
unitary-valued, it follows that f =!v for a scalar function ! # L2. Using the
fact that v is co-outer, we can find a sequence of n_1 functions .j in H2
such that limj   &. tj v&1&2=0. Hence, ! is the limit in L1 of the sequence
.tj f, and so ! # H
2. Note that & f &H 2(Cn)=&!&H2 . We have
8f =W*\
u!
0
b
0 +=u!w ,
where w is the first column of W t. Since f is a maximizing vector of H8 ,
we have u!w # H 2&(C
n). Again, using the fact that w is co-outer, we find
that u! # H 2& , i.e., ! # Ker Tu . However, Tu has trivial kernel since
ind Tu0. We have got a contradiction.
Suppose now that r>1. Again, we may assume that &9&L<t. Let d be
a negative integer such that d<ind Tuj , 0 jr&1. Then
tzdu0 0 } } } 0 0
0 tzdu1 } } } 0 0
zd8=W 0* } } } W*r&1\ b b . . . b b + V*r&1 } } } V 0*0 0 } } } tzdur&1 0
0 0 } } } 0 zd9
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is a partial thematic factorization of zd8. Put
(=W 1* } } } W*r&1 \
tu1
b
0
0
0
b
0
0
} } }
. . .
} } }
} } }
0
b
tur&1
0
0
b
0
9+ V*r&1 } } } V 1*.
Since obviously, &Hzd( &e=&H( &e for any d # [Z], it follows from Theorem
6.3 of [PT2] that &Hzd(&e<t, and so by the induction hypotheses,
&H(&<t. We have
8=W 0* \tu0
0
(+ V 0*.
The result follows now from the case r=1 which has already been
established. K
Theorem 4.8. Let 8 be a badly approximable function in L(Mm, n)
such that &H8&e<&H8& and let r be the number of superoptimal singular
values of 8 equal to t0=&H8&. Consider a monotone partial thematic
factorization of 8 with indices
k0 } } } kr&1 (4.5)
corresponding to the superoptimal singular values equal to t0 . Let }0. Then
dim[ f # H 2(Cn) : &Hz}8 f &2=t0& f &2]= :
[ j # [0, r&1] : kj>}]
kj&}. (4.6)
Proof. Let
t0u0 0 } } } 0 0
0 t0u1 } } } 0 0
8=\ b b . . . b b +0 0 } } } t0ur&1 00 0 } } } 0 9
be a partial thematic factorization of 8 with indices satisfying (4.5). If
}k0 , then (4.6) holds by Lemma 4.7. Suppose now that }<k0 . Let
q=max[ j # [0, r&1] : kj>}].
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Clearly, the function z}8 admits the following representation
t0z}u0 0 } } } 0 0
0 t0z}u1 } } } 0 0
z}8=W 0* } } } W q*\ b b . . . b b+ V q* } } } V 0*,0 0 } } } t0 z}uq 0
0 0 } } } 0 (
where ( is a matrix function satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 4.7. By
Lemma 4.7, &H(&<t0 . Let R # H  be a matrix function such that
&(&R&L<t0 . It is easy to show by induction on q that if we perturb (
by a bounded analytic matrix function, z}8 also changes by an analytic
matrix function (this is the trivial part of Lemma 1.5 of [PY1]). In
particular, we can find a matrix function G # H such that
t0z}u0 0 } } } 0 0
0 t0z}u1 } } } 0 0
z}8&G=W 0* } } } W q*\ b b . . . b b +0 0 } } } t0z}uq 0
0 0 } } } 0 (&R
_V q* } } } V 0*.
By Theorem 9.3 of [PT2],
dim[ f # H 2(Cn) : &Hz}8&G f &2=t0 & f &2]= :
[ j # [0, r&1] : kj>}]
kj&}
(this equality was stated in [PT2] for thematic factorizations but the same
proof also works for partial thematic factorizations). Equality (4.6) follows
now from the obvious fact that Hz}8&G=Hz}8 . K
We can now deduce from (4.6) the following result.
Theorem 4.9. Suppose that 8 # L(Mm, n) and qmin[m, n] is a
positive integer such that the superoptimal singular values of 8 satisfy
tq&1>tq , tq&1>&H8&e
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and 8 admits a monotone partial thematic factorization
t0 u0 0 } } } 0 0
0 t1 u1 } } } 0 0
8=W 0* } } } W*q&1\ b b . . . b b + V*q&1 } } } V 0*.0 0 } } } tq&1uq&1 0
0 0 } } } 0 (
Then the indices of this factorization are uniquely determined by the function
8 itself.
Proof. Let r be the number of superoptimal singular values equal to
&H8&. Then 8 admits the following partial thematic factorization
t0u0 0 } } } 0 0
0 t1u1 } } } 0 0
8=W 0* } } } W*r&1\ b b . . . b b + V*r&1 } } } V 0*,0 0 } } } tr&1ur&1 0
0 0 } } } 0 9
where
9=W r* } } } W*q&1 \
tr ur
b
0
0
} } }
. . .
} } }
} } }
0
b
tq&1uq&1
0
0
b
0
(+ V*q&1 } } } V r*.
By Theorem 3.3, 9 is determined uniquely by 8 modulo constant unitary
factors. Hence, it is sufficient to show that the indices k0 , } } } , kr&1 are
uniquely determined by 8.
It follows easily from (4.6) that
k0=min[} : dim[ f # H2(Cn) : &Hz}8 f &2=t0 & f &2]=0].
Let now d be the number of indices among k0 , } } } , kr&1 that are to equal
to k0 . It follows easily from (4.6) that
d=dim[ f # H2(Cn) : &Hzk0&18 f &2=t0 & f &2].
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Next, if d<r, then it follows from (4.6) that
kd=min[} : dim[ f # H2(Cn) : &Hz}8 f &2=t0 & f &2]=d(k0&})].
Similarly, we can determine the multiplicity of the index kd , then the next
largest index, etc. K
Corollary 4.10. Let 8 # L(Mm, n). Suppose that &H8&e is less than
the largest nonzero superoptimal singular value of 8. Then the indices of a
monotone thematic factorization of 8&A8 are uniquely determined by 8.
Corollary 4.11. Let 8 # (H+C)(Mm, n). Then the indices of a
monotone thematic factorization of 8&A8 are uniquely determined by 8.
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